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The problem (P) addressed here is a special set partitioning problem with two additional non- 
trivial constraints. A Lagrangean Relaxation (LR,) is proposed to provide a lower bound to the 
optimal solution to this problem. This Lagrangean relaxation is accomplished by a subgradient 
optimization procedure which solves at each iteration a special O-l knapsack problem (KP-k). We 
give two procedures to solve (KP-/o, namely an implicity enumeration algorithm and a column 
generation method. The approach is promising for it provides feasible integer solutions to the side 
constraints that will hopefully be optimal to most of the instances of the problem (P). Properties 
of the feasible solutions to (KP-/o are highlighted and it is shown that the linear programming 
relaxation to this problem has a worst case time bound of order O(n3). 
1. Introduction 
The set partitioning problem with side constraints is an integer program (P), 
which is simply stated as follows: 
minimize X0 = C CjXj (1) 
jeN 
subject to j& x, = 1, Vi EM, (2) 
c x,=k (4) 
jcN 
XjE {O, l}, VjeN (5) 
whereN=(l,2 ,..., n},M={1,2 ,..., m}, Q;CN (ieM), aj, Cj, Tand k are positive 
integers and aj < T, V’j EN. We also assume that reduction rules such as those 
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found in Balas and Padberg [2] have already been applied to the associated set parti- 
tioning constraints (2). Therefore (P) is presented in its irreducible form. 
The classical set partitioning problem is stated as (l), (2) and (5) while (3) and (4) 
are the side constraints. These side constraints, namely an upper bound on a posi- 
tively weighted sum of all variables (3) and a fixed cardinality of feasible partition 
(4), act as filters reducing considerably the feasible set of integer solutions. Though 
easier than the general equality-constrained set covering problem, (P) is a hard com- 
binatorial problem in its own right. 
This problem was studied by Delorme [6] in the scheduling of crews for the Paris 
bus lines. A version of the Accelerated Euclidean Algorithm (see Martin [16]) has 
been implemented to solve 8 large instances of this problem. Also Heurgon [12] 
treats some of such problems by implicit enumeration. Results obtained by a modi- 
fied branch and bound algorithm to the set partitioning model of the crew rotation 
problem with side constraints of the form (3) are reported in Marsten [17]. In a 
recent computational study by Campello [3] it is suggested to use Balas’ hybrid 
algorithm [l]. It combines implicit enumeration and special canonical cutting 
planes. These are generated from the logical implications of the set partitioning con- 
straints applied to certain subproblems and defined in such a way that an improve- 
ment is obtained at each iteration. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. The set partitioning problem amended with 
side constraints is presented. Its Lagrangean relaxation LR(u) is introduced in Sec- 
tion 2. The solution of the special O-l knapsack problem (KP-k) needed to deter- 
mine a subgradient for (LR,) is developed in Section 3, where two methods are 
presented. Properties of the feasible solutions to (KP-k) are also disclosed. It is 
shown that the linear programming relaxation to (KP-k) has a worst case time 
bound of order 0(n3). In Section 4 it is briefly outlined the subgradient procedure. 
2. A Lagrangean relaxation of (P) 
We propose a natural Lagrangean relaxation for the set partitioning problem with 
side constraints, which turns out to be the cardinality constrained knapsack problem 
(LR,): 
minimize C CjXj+ C ui( ,C xjp1) (6) 
jtN ieM JEQ, 
subject to C UJ Xj L T, (7) 
jEN 
jFNxj = k, (8) 
XjE{O,l}, VjeN (9) 
where Ui E IR is the Lagrangean multiplier associated with the constraint Cj, o, X, = 1 
of (2). 
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Assume that the set partitioning problem associated with (P) is feasible and (P) 
is the ordinary linear programming relaxation of (P). Let o(P), u(P) and o(LR,) be 
the optimal values of (P), (P) and (LR,) respectively. 
The integrality property, as defined by Geoffrion [9], does not hold for (LR,). 
Therefore the value u(LR,,) is a lower bound on u(P). 
The best choice for u would be to make this lower bound w as large as possible: 
u(P) 5 w = max u(LR,) I u(P). 
u 
(10) 
In our approach, solving the problem (10) is accomplished by subgradient optimi- 
zation where each instance of (LR,) can be solved either by an implicit enumera- 
tion procedure or by a column generation method. For a survey on Lagrangean 
relaxation techniques see Geoffrion [9] and Fisher [7]. 
3. Solving (LR,) 
Foragiventl=(u,,+,..., u,,!) we have to solve the problem (LR,). The objective 
function (6) can be written as 
minimize j& dJ Xj -K, 
where 
dj=Cj+ C Ui, Mj={iEMIQ;n{j}#O}, jeN and K= c 1.4;. 
ieM, iEM 
Without loss of generality the problem (LR,) can be replaced by (KP-k): 
maximize j& qj xi (11) 
subject to C aI Xj I T, (12) 
jsN 
c xl =k, (13) 
jeN 
XjE (0, l}, VjEN (14) 
where qj=-dj, jEN. 
Before starting an implicit enumeration algorithm to solve (ll)-(14), as well as the 
study of the feasibility of the constraints (12)-(14). Special O-l knapsack problems 
with generalized upper bound (CUB) constraints and with special ordered sets were 
treated by Clover and Klingman [lo] and Johnson and Padberg [ 131. 
Remark 1. It is always useful to examine whether coefficient reductions are allowed 
in (12). The idea behind the reduction is to strengthen the inequality to a facet of 
the convex hull of the feasible set of solutions. In spite of not always giving a facet, 
the coefficient reduction yields a shrinking of the linear programming feasible 
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region without cutting off any O-l feasible solutions. Defining the complement of 
the variable x1 as Xj = 1 -Xi, Vj EN, constraint (12) can be written as: 
C Qj(l-Xj)ST or C a,X,? C aj-T. 
jsN jtN jtN 
It is therefore clear that, whenever max. JEN aI 5 C,, N aj - T, each aj can be replaced 
by aJ=min{a,, CJ~N J a - T), VjE N in the inequality (12), then when each ~j is 
replaced by (1 -Xj) we obtain: 
C ajXjlT_ C (aj-Dj). 
jcN j6N 
This inequality is equivalent to (12) in the sense that they have the same set of integer 
solutions. 
Proposition 1. The following statements holdfor the Lagrangean relaxation (LR,). 
(1.1) (LR,) has a feasible solution if and only if Cl=, aj I T where aI I aj+ 1, 
VjcN\ {n}. 
(1.2) If Cf=, a,_,+,lT where aj’a,,,, Vj E N \ {n}, then an optimal solution 
tO (LR,) IS Xj,=Xj2= ...=XjK=l and Xj,+,=xj, z + =...=Xj,=O such that qj,>qj2>*“Z 
qj,, .
(1.3) If C:=, aJ=T and ak<ak+, where a,laj+,, VjEN\(n}, then Xj=l, 
Vje{1,2 ,..., k} and x,-O, VSEN\ {1,2 ,..., k) is the unique feasible solution. 
Therefore it is optimal. 
Proof. Assume without any loss of generality that ajl aj+ r, Vj’E N\ {n}. If a,, 
j E N, are not available in increasing order we can sort them in O(n log n). There- 
fore, since aj, jE N, and T are positive integers, (1.1) holds by construction. 
If (1.1) holds, then the constraint (12) is satisfied by every (2) solutions of (13) 
and (14). Therefore the optimal solutions to (LR,), namely, xJ, =Xjz = ... =x,, = 1 
and Xj(+,=Xjiiz=“’ = Xj,, = 0, can be found by sorting qj, j E N, in such a way that 
9j,r9jzr ’ ’ ’ L qj,, .
To show (1.3) it suffices to suppose that there exists at least one r E N \ { 1,2, . . . , k} 
andsE{1,2,...,k} suchthat C”= J ,,Jfs aj + a, = T. Hence, a, = a,y which produces the 
contradiction since a,.> a, for every rE N \ { 1,2, . . . , k}. If there exists a unique 
feasible solution to (LR,), then this solution is optimal. 0 
Let B,;={jEQ; / bj.b,=O}, iEM\M, and 1~ N, be the index set of those col- 
umns bj orthogonal to bl, where bj = (bij) is such that b, = 0, ieM,, and b, = 1, 
iEMj. Define, in addition, the set Q:= {PEN) (Q;\B,;)= {p},iEM\M,}. 
Proposition 2. The following statements hold for problem (P). 
(2.1) If an optimal solution to (LR,) is such that CjEQ, Xj = 1, for all ieM, 
then it is also an optimal solution to problem (P). 
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(2.2) If item (1.3) from Proposition 1 holds and / Qi fl { 1,2, . . . , k} I> 1 for any 
i E M, then problem (P) is infeasible. 
(2.3) If xl = 1, I E N, then at least one x,, s E B,,, i EM \ M,, must be one in every 
feasible solution to problem (P). 
(2.4) If for any IEN either IQ,Fl >k or C- JtQ; aj+a,>T holds, then x,=x,=0 
for all j E Qt in every feasible solution to problem (P). 
Proof. The global optimality to problem (P) follows from the fact that the solution 
is feasible and max, u(LR,)? u(P). By orthogonality, xI = 1, ICE N, implies that at 
least one of the variables x,, SEB,, must be one for otherwise the row i cannot be 
covered. Moreover, the constraint x, - CjEB,, I x- 5 0 is satisfied in every feasible 
solution to problem (P). 
If x, = 1, then x1 = 1 for all jE Q;*#0 for otherwise the rows iEM\M, such that 
Qi\Blj = {p} are not to be covered. Therefore, whenever Cj, e; = 1 Q:I > k or 
c- JEe; aj +a/> T holds, either the constraint (13) or the constraint (12) is violated, 
which yields xl =Xj = 0 for all jE Q;” in every feasible solution to problem (P), as 
claimed. Moreover, for every QT# 0, the inequalities x, - Xj 5 0, j E Q;* are valid for 
the set partitioning constraints since x1 = 1 implies x1 = 1. 0 
Remark 2. The Proposition 2 provides not only a way to reduce the associated set 
partitioning problem but also strong cutting planes can be generated in a hybrid 
algorithm combining implicit enumeration and cuts (see Balas [l]). 
To find an upper bound to (KP-k) we take its ordinary linear programming 
relaxation, i.e., we replace (14) by 
05~~~~1, jEN. (14’) 
Let (LKP-k) be the linear programming relaxation to (KP-k), namely replacing 
the constraints (14) by (14’). Since the qJ, jeN, are integers it follows that: 
u(KP-k) 5 Lu(LKP-k)j = UP 
where Lhj stands for the greatest integer less than or equal to h. 
Proposition 3. A basic feasible solution to (LKP-k) has at most two non-integer 
components, and the sum of these two components is equal to one. 
Proof. Since there are only two constraints and hence only 2 basic variables, there 
are thus n - 2 non-basic components and these are 0 or 1. Thus to satisfy (13) we 
will have k- 1 variables Xj equal to one and the addition of the two noninteger 
basic components is equal to one. We observe that we cannot have just one non- 
integer component. We considered implicitly the slack variable associated with the 
constraints (12); we can observe that whenever this slack variable has a nonzero 
value in the basic solution, such solution is still feasible to (KP-k). 0 
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Remark 3. Every (O-l) feasible solution to (LKP-k) is basic and has exactly k com- 
ponents equal to one. The converse is not true. 
Define the following set of (O-l) basic feasible solutions to (LKP-k): 
x, = 
i 
(x,, . . . . X,)/XjE{O,l} for alljENand C Xj=k 
jeN I 
and observe that IX,1 =(i). 
Suppose that X= [K,,.zv~, . . . . _$ . . . . A!,/, .. . , j~~]$ X, is a (LKP-k) optimal basic solu- 
tion where ,Y~ and Z, are noninteger. Consider the two integer solutions deduced 
from K: 
and 
R2 = [X,,,Yz, . ..) 5-1, l,Zp+r, . ..) /Y_,,o,z,+t, . ..) Zn]. 
We note that x=.z,~K’ +X,X2 and R’,K~ E X,. 
Proposition 4. Either R’ or R2 is a basic feasible solution to (LKP-k). 
Proof. Since 
a,,X,_,+a,X, = T- c 
.ieN\(p,l) 
ajXj = b>O 
and by Proposition 3, _“‘p + K, = 1 (,Y~> 0 and .Y,> 0), either a,< b < aP (R’ is feasible) 
or ap< b<a, (x2 is feasible). Furthermore, every O-l feasible solution to (LKP-k) 
is basic. q 
Define xb = [xl”, xi, . . . , x,b] as being a feasible solution to (KP-k), then 
u(KP-k) 2 c cJxg = LO. 
jcN 
We can observe that xb is an optimal solution to (KP-k) whenever either 
LO or Proposition 2, item (2.1), holds. 
(16) 
UP= 
Proposition 5. If _i?, and xP are the two noninteger components of an optimal basic 
solution of (LKP-k), then UT = (q, - q,,)/(a, - a,,) is nonnegative. 
Proof. We just observe that ui+ = (q, - q,)/(a, -up) is the value of the dual variable 
u,, associated with constraint (12) at an optimal basis of (LKP-k). 0 
Remark 4. It is important to observe that if a,<a, (a, > a,), then q,zqP (q,rq,) 
because [(q, - qP)/(al -a,)] 2 0. 
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It is well known that any linear programming problem with n variables and a fixed 
number of constraints, say m, is solved in time O(n”). Problem (LKP-k) has 
(2 + n) constraints and therefore, according to this result, could be solved in time 
O(n2+“). In this case, however, one can do much better than that because the 
upper bound constraints O<Xj I 1, j E N, on each variable can be replaced by 
generalized upper-bounded constraints (CUB) and the other two constraints must 
be left as before. As such, the complexity reduces to 0(n2). 
Yet, in this particular case an interesting approach due to Muller and Preparata 
[18] and Dyer [5] based on the ideas of geometric complexity, can be developed so 
as to prove that there exists an O(n3) time algorithm to solve (LKP-k). Therefore 
due to its geometrical appeal and simplicity it seems to us that the following result 
is worthwhile of being brought into the discussion. 
Theorem. There exists an 0(n3) time algorithm for solving problem (LKP-k). 
Proof. Let (LKD-k) be the dual of (LKP-k): 
minimize Wg= TU+ky+ ~ Vj. 
SubJect to a.u+y+ v.Zq/=’ 
J J /, VjEN, 
~20 and VjZO, VjeN. 
Definef,(u, y) = max{O, qj - aju -y}, je N, and fO(u, y) = TU + ky. Hence, problem 
(LKD-k) can be written as follows: 
minimize 
U>O 
wo = i &(4Y). 
j=O 
Once (LKD-k) has been solved, the solution to (LKP-k) can be retrieved, applying 
standard linear programming techniques in O(n) time, therefore leaving the com- 
plexity of any algorithm for (LKP-k) unaffected. Thus, the solution of the dual 
rather than the primal will be examined. 
On solving (LKP-k), it suffices to notice that one has to minimze a sum of convex 
functions, for 4, VjE N are convex polyhedral convex functions of (u,y) (u>O), 
defining two regions of linearity (see Rockafellar [19]). 
The three-dimensional graph of fj (j E N) is a polyhedral surface having two 
plane faces, one edge and one vertex (ur0) (see Fig. 1). 
AS such, Ej= {(u,y,O)~u~O and qj-ajU-y=O} is the edge of 4 and V= 
(0, qj, 0) its vertex. Notice that both are unbounded though this difficulty can be 
overcome. 
Muller and Preparata [18] have shown that an optimal solution to max,,o w. = 
CJ=a 4 (u, y) is either a vertex to one fj (j # 0) or a ‘pseudovertex’ whose coordi- 
nate u and y are defined by the intersection of at least two edges. 




We do have one vertex for each Jr, (j#O) and there are n of such vertices. Since 
the maximum number of intersections of the n edges is (;‘), it follows that (LKD-k) 
could be solved by evaluating (g) + n times its objective function. Each evaluation 
requires O(n) time. Therefore, finding the solution to (LKD-k) can be accomplished 
by an 0(n3) time algorithm. 
Giving an optimal solution to (LKD-k), the optimal solution to (LKP-k) can be 
easily retrieved in O(n) time by standard linear programming duality, without 
increasing the overall complexity. For a numerical example see Campello and 
Maculan [4]. q 
We now describe two procedures, namely an implicit enumeration algorithm and 
a column generation method to solve (LR,). 
3.1. An implicit enumeration algorithm to solve (KP-k) 
Assume that items (1.2) and (1.3), from Proposition 1, do not hold. We define 
J, = {j,,j,, . . . . j,} such that Xj = 1 if and only if j E J;. It defines xi = (x,) E Xk, the 
ith enumerated feasible solution to (KP-k). Hence: Xj = 1, j E .I,, and Xj = 0, 
j E N \ J, . 
In order to assemble and modify the index set .J, in the implicit enumeration 
algorithm we use a k-vector u = (ind(i));= r, ,__, k, such that ind(i) = j;, i= 1,2, . . . , k. 
3. I. I. Implicit enumeration algorithm 
Step 0 (Initialization) 
*Sort the indexes j-1,2,..., n m such a way that qj, L qj, L ... L qj,, and whenever 
qj,=qJ,+, 
interchange the indexes in order to have aj, I a],+, . 
l Set ind( j) + j for j = 1 to k (Jo = { 1,2, . . . , k}). 
l If C,,J, Uj 5 T, then Stop with J0 as the optimal set. 
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Otherwise, set Jav + 0, BV = -m, s = k, i = 0 and go to Step 1. 
Step 1 (Modification of Ji and Stopping Rule) 
aSet t-ind(s) and e=t+k-s+l. 
l If ~>n and s= 1, then Stop with Jav as the optimal set. 
l If Q > n and s # 1, then set s + .s - 1 and return to the beginning of Step I. Other- 
wise, for j= 1 to (k-s+ 1) do: ind(s+j- 1) + t +j. 
*Set i + i + 1 (J, has been assembled) and go to Step 2. 
Step 2 (Bound Update and Stopping Rule) 
l If u = CjeJ a, I BV and s= 1, then Stop with Ja, as the optimal set. 
*If u=CjeJ:ij?BV and s#l, then set S+S-1 and go to Step I. 
*Else, if CjtJ, J a,sT, then BV=u, Ja”+Jj, S+S-1. Otherwise, set s=k. 
Return to Step 1. 
Remark 5. If X+ = [x:,x;, . . . , x,f] is an optimal solution to (KP-k), then u(LR,,)= 
CjtN djX:- K. 
3.1.2. Numerical example 1 
Let (KP-k) be the following problem: 
Maximize -5x, - 4x, - 3x, - 2x, - 2x5 - 2x, - x_l - xs - x9 + ox,, 
Subject to 3x, + x2 + 5x3 + 2x, + 2x5 + 3x6 + 2x, + 4xs + 5x, + 4xro 5 8, 
XI + x2 + X3 + X4 + X5 + X, + X7 + X8 + X9 + X1() = 3, 
Xj~ {O, l}, j-1,2, ...) 10. 
Algorithm 
Step 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 10 
j after sorting 10 I 8 9 4 5 6 3 2 1 
qJ 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -3 -4 -5 
OJ 4 2 4 5 2 2 3 5 1 3 
.h = (1231, C aj=4+2+4=10>8, 
J t Jo 
ind(1) = 1, ind(2) = 2, ind(3) = 3 
BV = --m and JBv =0, 
s= 3, i=O + go to Step 1. 





.i s+j-1 ind(s+j- I) 
I 3 ind(3) = 4 
i=2 + J2 = {1,2,4} + go to Step 2. 
Step 2 
!_I= c qj=o-1-1=-2>-co, 
jtJz 
c aj=4+2+5=11>8, 
J c Jz 
s=3 + go to Step I. 
Step I 
t = ind(3) = 4, 
t+k-s+l=4+3-3+1=5, 
k-s+l=3-3+1=1 
j s+j&l ind(s+j- 1) 
I 3 ind(3) = 5 
i=5 --t J5 = {1,3,5} -+ go to Step 2. 
Step 2 






j s+j-1 ind(s+j- I) 
1 2 ind(2) = 4 
2 3 ind(3) = 5 
i=6 -+ J6= {1,4,5} + go to Step 2. 
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u= C qj=o-l-2=-3, 
.i E .J6 
S= 1 + go to Step 1. 
Step 1 
t=ind(l) = 1, 
t+k-s+l=1+3-1+1=4, 
k-s+l=3-1+1=3 
j s+j-I ind(s+j-1) 
1 1 ind(l)=2 
2 2 ind(2) = 3 
3 3 ind(3)=4 
i=7 -+ J7 = {2,3,4} + go to Step 2. 
Step 2 
u= 1 qj=-1-1-1=-3, thens=1 
.isJ, 
--t Stop with u(KP-k) = -3. 
3.2. A column generation approach to solve (KP-k) 
Problem (KP-k) can be viewed as follows: Find among all elements XE X, those 
which satisfy (13) and maximize qx. The master linear problem with p = (z) col- 
umns and two rows is then defined as follows: 
(MKP-k) maximize jg, (qx’)A; 
subject to ,c, (ax’)& 5 T, 
i A;=l, 
I=1 
Ai20, i-l,2 ,..., p, 
X’EXk. 
The number of columns p can be enormous. Nevertheless the column generation 
method enables us to create the column to enter the basis as needed (see Lasdon 
[14]). To fully describe the approach we need an initial basic feasible solution to 
(MKP-k). 
For every X’E X, such that ax’s T, II = 1 and A,, , = T- ux’ is a basic feasible 
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solution to (MKP-k). The result holds by adding a slack variable Ap+i to the con- 
straint Cf=‘=, (axi)Aj~ T therefore producing the following equivalent linear pro- 
gramming problem: 
maximize ;t, (qx’)I; + OA, + , (17) 
subject to ;c, (ax’)A;+A,+i = T, (18) 
i A;=l, (19) 
i=l 
A,ZO, i-l,2 ,..., p+l, (20) 
XiEXk. (21) 
Hence the matrix 
is a basis to problem (MKP-k) for every X’EX such that ax’s T holds. 
Since we do have a starting basis, let us assume that TI = (Q, rcl) is the pricing 
vector where ~~ corresponds to the constraint (18) and rcl to the constraint (19). 
The relative cost coefficients are then given by the following relations: 
A’ = 
(no,n,)(‘;Y’)-qx’=(noa-q)x’+n, if i#p+l, 
(x0, r&J - 0 = no if i=p+l. 
Whenever A, + , is not a basic variable and ne<O, we brought it into the basis. Or 
else, we solve the following integer programming problem in order to find a column 
TE (1, . ..) p} to enter the basis: 
(IP,) A” = min[(n,a-q)x’+ rr, / xi~X}. 
To solve (IP,) is a trivial matter since it amounts to finding the smallest coeffi- 
cients (rc,a; - q,) which can be accomplished by an algorithm of complexity O(kn). 
If A” < 0 we introduce (ax’; l)T into the basis, where x’ is such that ,Y, = 1 if 
(rcOuj - qj) is one of the k-smallest, otherwise Xj = 0. The usual ratio test must be 
used in order to find the variable which leaves the basis. We then update the simplex 
multipliers and so forth. Whenever no and A” are greater than or equal to zero the 
current solution is optimal. 
3.2.1. Column generation algorithm 
We assume ajlUj,i, VjEN\(n), which can be accomplished by sorting in 
O(n log n) steps. The sorting procedure has to be done only once at the beginning 
of the overall subgradient optimization procedure. 
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Step 0 (Initializations) 
*Set I+ {l,p+l},u(KP-k)+Cj=, dj, qP+l~P’l=O and 
Go to Step 1. 
Step I (Simplex Multipliers Updating) 
l Set (q, rrt) = (q[x’, qUx”)Bm’ where t, u E I and go to Step 2. 
Step 2 (Pricing Out) 
*If rc,<O, then Ap+, enters the basis. Set r=p+l, ~~=(1,0)~ and A’=rco. Go to 
Step 4. 
l Otherwise, find r E (1,2, . . . , p} \ I such that (n,a - q)x’+ 7c1 = min((noa - q)x’ 
+ z1 1 xi~Xk}. Go to Step 3. 
Step 3 (Optimality Test) 
.If (n,a - q)x’+ n, I 0, then Stop with o(LR,) = o(KP-k) - K being the optimal 
value to (LR,). Or else, AI enters the basis. 
.Set v’=(ax‘, l)T, d’=(n,a-q)x’+ 7c, and go to Step 4. 
Step 4 (Ratio Test) 
*Set x=(x,, I[)‘= B-‘(T, l)T and dr = (a;, c$)~ = B-’ y’ 
*Find 1~1 such that: 
(A, leaves the basis). 
l Set u(KP-k) + o(KP-k) + A’@,-,/$) and go to Step 5. 
Step 5 (Basis Inverse Updating) 
*Set I+(Z\ {/))U {r} 
l Set B-’ = (yiy; - y$y)-’ 
and set back to Step I. 
Remark 6. If either A, or A, (s, t #p + 1) is degenerate in an optimal basic feasible 
solution to (MKP-k) the optimal solution to (KP-k) is given by x” E X, associated 
with A,=l. 
Remark 7. If Ap+, is a basic variable in an optimal solution to (MKP-k), then 
either A,+,=0 or A,+] = T- ax’f0. Therefore x’ E X, is the optimal solution to 
(LR,) where x’ is associated with A, = 1. 
Remark 8. If both As and A, (s, t #p + 1) are nondegenerate basic variables in an 
optimal solution to (MKP-k), then Proposition 4 should be used in order to find 
out the optimal solution XEX, to (LR,). 
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3.2.2. Numerical example 2 
Let (KP-k) be the same as in (3.1.2). Consider u= 0 and hence K=O. 
Algorithm 
Step 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
j after sorting 2 4 5 7 1 6 8 10 3 9 







-4 -2 -2 -1 -5 -3 -1 0 -3 -1 
I= {I, ll}, u(LR,) = 8, 411x” = 0 and 
GO 
(no,~,) = (-890) 
to Step I. 
= (0, -8). Go to Step 2. 
(noa - 4) = -4, min{(no-aq)xi+xl ~xi~Xk}=2-8=-6 
and hence x2 = (O,O, 0, l,O, 0, 1, l,O, 0). Go to Step 3. 
A2 enters into the basis. 
y2=(10,1jr and d2=-6. Go to Step 4. 
x=(X,,X,,)T=(l,3)T and iE2 = (0f2,, cFt,)T = (1,s)‘. 
Hence min {t, $} = + and A,, leaves the basis. 
u(LR,)=8-6.+=4.4. Go to Step 5. 
1={1,2) and Bpl=+[_: -‘i]. 
Set back to Step I. 
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(710a_q)=(X! 22 22 I? 43 23 2 24 9,7), 4’5,5’5’51gr 5’5’ 
min{(7coa-q)x’+n] Ix’~X~}=12.2-14=-1.8 and hence 
x3=(0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0). Go to Step 3. 
A3 enters into the basis. 
y3 = (6, I)’ and A3=-1.8. Go to Step 4. 
/T=((X,,Lz)T=((f,+)T and ti3 = (a:, a:)‘= (4, f)‘. 
Hence min{t,3]=+ and A, leaves the basis. 
u(LR,,)=4.4-(1.8) +=4.4-0.9=3.5. Go to Step 5. 
t={3,2} and Be’= 
Set back to Step 1. 
(no, n1) = (-5, -2) I 1 -1 
Go to Step 2. 
(rroa-q)=(‘Y E 14 lo 2r, 7 4 3 ?I “) 3’4’4’4’4’ 9 3 ‘4,4 7 
min{(n,a-q)x’+zrl Ix’EXk} =9-y= -+, 
x4 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,O). Go to Step 3. 
A4 enters into the basis. 
y4 = (8, l)T and A”=-+. Go to Step 4. 
- - 
1=(23, X#= ($f)’ and ,-j4 = (at, a;) = (’ l)T 2’2 . 
Hence min{ 1, l} = 1 and 1, leaves the basis. 
u(LR0)=3.5-+=3. Go to Step 5. 
1={3,4) and B-l=+ Go to Step I. 
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Step I 
(Q, n,) = (-5, -3) 
Go to Step 2. 
Srey 2 
Step 3 
(~oq - q) = (a - q) = (5,4,4,3,8,6,5,4,8,6), 
min{(rcoa-q)x’+n, /x’~X~}=ll-ll=O. Go to Step3. 
Stop with x4 and u(LR,) = 3 being the optimal solution to (LR,). 
4. Subgradient optimization algorithm 
The subgradient optimization method has its computational performance as well 
as its theoretical convergence properties discussed in Held, Wolfe and Crowder [ 111. 
In this section a subgradient optimization method to solve (10) is roughly outlined 
and the overall algorithm listed. 
Given an initial value u”, a sequence {us} is generated by 
u s+‘=US+t,g5, 
where g”=[gS,gi ,..., gi], gf=CjEQ,xj-l, xS=[x~,x~ ,..., xi] is an optimal solu- 
tion of (LR,$) and t, is the step size. 
The fundamental theoretical results are that u(LR,\) + w if t,+ 0 and CT=, t/ + 
-too. The step size used is 
t,=~,/~-u(LR,~)I/IIgS112, 
where O<A,I 2, D is an upper bound of w = max, u(LR,) and 11. // denotes the 
Euclidean norm. 
4.1. A subgradient optimization algorithm 
We list the overall algorithm, where aj 5 qj+ I for all j E N \ {n}. 
Step 0 (Initializations) 
*If C:=, aj> T, problem (P) is infeasible, Stop. 
motherwise, set &=2, u”=O, E=E, s=l, p=p,,p=p,, r=O, z=--03 and w=@. 
Go to Step I. 
Step I (Either Implicit Enumeration or Column Generation and Halving Pro- 
cedures) 
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@Solve problem (LR,<) and let x’ be its optimal solution and u(LR,,) the opti- 
mal value. 
.If SLP and u(LR,,)<z, then set s= 0 and ,I,.+ 1,/2. 
.Sety,=CjCQ, J x- - 1, i E M. If I( yll = 0, then Stop with x’ being the optimal solu- 
tion to (P). Or else, go to Step 2. 
Step 2 (Step Size Updating and Sequence Generation) 
*Set t,=~,(w-v(LR,~))/lly11~ and z=u(LR,~). 
l If t,.< E or (T+ 1) >p, then set w = u(LR,>) and stop with w as the lower bound. 
*Otherwise, set: u’+l =u’+t,y, .s+s+l, and go to Step I. 
The outcome of the described subgradient algorithm can be either: 
.A lower bound w on the optimal value of (P), whenever (P) is feasible. 
*An optimal solution to (P). 
e(P) is infeasible. 
The computational results comparing the efficiency of either technique, namely 
implicit enumeration or column generation as well as bringing out the quality of the 
lower bound obtained with this approach, are to be reported in a separated paper. 
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